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Learning
from the best

Some professors campaigning for a faculty union

Graduate students
perform for

By Jttfica James

world-renowned

Reporter

percussion
group Nexus | Page 5

Declining enrollment is causing
many University professors to
question their position with the
administration and their future
at the school.
Since the end of the 2009
spring semester, the BGSU
Faculty Association has been
in the process of advocating a
petition for a faculty union. The
main issue concerning the union
is for faculty to have a lair say in
the contract conditions with the
administration.
One issue pushing the BGSUFA to unionize is the benefits
of other Ohio colleges, which
seem to outweigh the benefits
On the University's faculty contract. David lackson, president of
the BGSU-FA. said faculty members have closely examined the
contracts of neighboring universities that are comparable to
BGSU, and salary issues are not
their only concern.
"Some
universities offer
domestic partnership, ours
doesn't," lackson said. "Some

Use wealth to
give to those
less fortunate
Columnist Matt Buyer
argues that it is
important to recognize
the needs of others,
especially in these
tough times | Page 4

A wrongful
celebration
The upcoming
Columbus Day holiday
inappropriately
celebrates a man who
brought slavery to
America, according
to guest columnist
Keith Kovacs | Page 4

Genocide
suspect
arrested

offer free membership to their
recreational center, ours doesn't
What it basically boils down to
is having an actual say in what
kind of benefits and salaries we
receive and right now we don't
have a real say in that."
According to the BGSU-FA's
monthly newsletter, neighboring institutions, such as the
University of Akron and the
University of Toledo, participate in a faculty union. At the
University of Akron, the staff
received a salary increase of 19.3
percent over their four year contract term, while UT professors
gained a 510,000 salary increase
from assistant to associate professor and from associate to full.
With enrollments lower than
average. University professors
hope their contributions to the
success of their school do not go
over looked. The University was
recently ranked one of America's
best colleges by The U.S. News
and World report lor their quality in undergraduate education
UNION
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Local library kicks off
Community Reads project

A key suspect in
Rwanda's 1994
genocide was
ENOCH Wll ; IHESGItfiVS

arrested for sending

Local restaurant has been serving Bowling Green since 1987

soldiers to execute
the Rwandan

By Ana*. Arnold
Reporter

queen | Page 5

Soccer team
stumbles
A 2-0 defeat by
Valparaiso gives the
Falcons their
ninth-straight loss, and
third scoreless game
in a row. as the team
struggled
without scoring
leader Cameron
Hepple | Page 6

In 1987, Kemiit's opened its doors to
Bowling Green.
Kemiit's. a family-owned restaurant
located on Main Street, welcomes members
of the community of Bowling Green and
students, said Jim Mass, owner of the small
diner.
Mass commented on the variety of his
customers.
"We see a lot of community members
throughout the week that meet for lunch
and supper, MB we also see a lot of students
in here on the weekends for breakfast," Mass
said
Kermit's also attracts hungry patrons from
out of town. Two frequent visitors are Pat lay
and Pam Basinger, sisters from Findlay and
University graduates.
"We started coming to Kermit's over a year
ago," lay said. "On average we come here
once a week. This is a farnily-friendly place
with a lot of friendly people that offers a wide
menu and reasonable prices."
lay said she likes that Kermit's is local

instead of just another fast food restaurant
"It's nice to support a small business owner
and this is a place that reminds me of an oldfashioned restaurant," she said. "Irs a lot like a
place I would go to when I was younger."
Basinger said she enjoys Kermit's as much
as her sister.
"It's different from the chain restaurants we
go to," she said. "Here, we know most of the
waitresses by name and most importantly
the food is good."
One of Kermit's waitresses is Brittney Snow.
Snow, who has been working at Kermit's for
about a year and a half, said she enjoys her
work for a couple of different reasons.
"I get to interact with a variety of people, like
students and community members, most
of them are friendly," Snow said. "And the
atmosphere here is great It's a very welcoming place."
Along with the friendly people and spirit,
Mass said Kermit's has even more to offer.
"I think we give our customers the most
value for their money," he said. "We also have
See KERMIT'S | Page 2

By Jason Henry
Reporter
The Wood County District
Public Library kicks off its annual Community Reads project
tonight at 7 p.m.
For Community Reads, the
library selects a book to recommend to the community. The
program, started in 2003, is
focused on Hdgar Allen Poe this
year.
Mary Boone. public relations
coordinator for the WCDPL.
said the community could read
any of Poe's works, but they are
specifically recommending an
anthology called "In the Shadow
of t he Master," edited by Michael
Connelly. The anthology contains many of Poe's short stories
and pairs them with essays by
popular authors such as Stephen
King and Sue Grafton.
Boone said this year marks
Poe's 200th birthday and, unintentionally, the kick off for this
year's events starts on Poe's
death date.
The fact that Community
Reads also falls during October
made it seem like a "no brainer"
because Poe is often remem-

"Most of what we
read and enjoy can
be traced back to
what [Poe] did."
Mary Boone | Public Relations
bered for his horror stories,
Boone said.
"A lot of us take Poe for granted." she said. "Most of what we
read and enjoy can be traced
back to what he did."
Julie Sheffer, an assistant professor of American Literature at
the University, said Poe practically Invented the modern detective novel and revolutionized ihe
short story.
"He is profoundly important."
she said. "He created that sense
of dread in his fiction better than
almost anyone. We wouldn't
have horror movies, frankly,
without Fdgar Allen Poe."
The WCDPL will offer various
events throughout the month to
celebrate Poe and Community
See LIBRARY | Page 2

BOWLING GREEN
BRIEFS
I Who would you make;
national holiday for?

CAMPUS
University police
arrest suspect in
connection with rape
Terrcnce Flowers. 19. of Cleveland
was arrested and charged with rape.
Detective Dotson of the University
Police Department said

**
GABRIEL MORGAN
Freshman Environmental
Studies
n

"Da Vinci. He was
the world's greatest
brain." | Page 4

Flowers, a Harshman-Bromfield
resident, is alleged to have sexually
assaulted a female in Bromfield Hall
on Saturday. Oct. 3. according to
University Police.
Dotson said the case is still under
investigation.
University police emailed an alert
to the campus community yesterday
regarding the incident.

CITY
Multiple tire
slashings reported
over the weekend
Tires were slashed on at least B
vehicles in Bowling Green over the
weekend, and the Bowling Green Police
Division is requesting the help of students and community members to find
the person or people responsible
According to a press release, the tire
slashings occurred within the 400 and
500 blocks of Merry. Ridge and Reed
Streets
In the press release, the BGPD
asked for anyone with information
regarding the slashings to contact the
Police Divisions or Crime Stoppers at
419-552-0077

-
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ENTERTAINMENT: A group of students unwind at the Black Swamp Pub in the Union by watching some sports and listening to a
little music
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Reads.
The kick off at seven tonight
will feature a special guest.
Patrick Carman, who wrote a
Poe inspired young adult novel
called "Skeleton Creek," will be
visiting and reading from his
new book.
"Skeleton Creek" is recommended by the library for teens
to read for the celebrat ion, Boone
said.
"What's really cool about
Skeleton Creek' is that as you arc
reading it there are passwords
and references to an online Web
site," she said. "So the kids pick
up passwords and links to the
online material and the two
work together to tell the story. It
is really innovative and pretty
darn cool."
Following the kickoff, on
October 10th at 2 p.m., thelibrary
will host an event called "Oh! Poe
Is Me," which will feature readings of some of Poe's short stories and poems by Cedar Point's
"Trio of Terror." There will also be
a costume contest; participants
are asked to wear their best Poe
inspired costume.
On October 24th at 4 p.m., the
library will sponsor "Unhappy
Hour," a book discussion led by
the president of the Poe Studies
Association, Stephen Rachman.
"We're pretty lucky [Rachmanl
lives so close by and is willing to
come by and tell us everything
we ever wanted to know about
Edgar Allen Poe and then some,"
Boone said.
On the 30th at 7 p.m., the
library will be offering free
transportation to the Toledo
Museum of Art for a "Madness
and Mayhem" tour. The tour
will include art to go along with
the Poe readings, Boone said.
Registration is required.
Also, throughout the whole
month of October, the library is
hosting a scavenger hunt called
"Downtown BG goes Raven
Mad."
The scavenger hunt requires
participants to pick up a form
at the library and find ravens,
which have a Poe short story or
poem title on them, on display at
various shops. Winners will win
prizes donated by many of the

1235 A.M.
•"Trevor Beebe. of Cincinnati, was
•cited for possession of marijuana
and possession of drug
paraphernalia in Lot 12.
Lance Gilles. of Oxford. Ohio, was
cited for possession of drug
. • ernalia in Lot 12.
1248 A.M.
'John Stanley. 30. of Muskogee.
Okla.. was arrested for assault within
the 1000th block of Fairview Ave.
HANNJH SP«»UNG

1:07 A.M.
tel Julius, of Perrysburg. was
„<Med for drug paraphernalia and
.drug abuse in Lot 12
Derek Ondrula. of Glenview. III., was
'cted for possession of marijuana in
Lot 12.

GARDENS: Jacob Moore, a member of Freedom, prunes basil plants in one of Bowling Green's two community gardens Moore said
anyone can take food Itom the gardens Freedom just asks that they weed a little and take care of the plants. "Were all bout bringing
the community and the college together, and increasing social awareness and social activism.* be said

Campus organizations unite
to promote social awareness

1022 P.M.
Complainant reported loud noise/
music within the 900th block of
Klotz Road

By Josh Whetherholt
Reportei

11:21 P.M.
Christopher Allen. 21. of North
-Olmsted. Ohio, was arrested for
drug abuse, possession of marijuana
within the 400th block of Lehman
Ave

Two campus groups are
combining forces and offering free food to raise social
awareness and bring the
Bowling Green community
and college together.
Freedom and the BG Veg
Clubheldavegctarianpotluck
community dinner Saturday,
and will continue to hold
them every other Sunday
throughout the year in the
United Christian Fellowship
building in Bowling Green.
The potlucks are open to anyone who wants to come, and
bringing food is optional.
"If you want to bring something, you're welcome to."
said Freedom member Jacob
Moore. "The biggest part [of
the dinnersl is to give food
to people who need it or are
hungry."
The potlucks typically feature all vegan and vegetarian
food, and the group's aim to
spread a message about the
benefits of a vegan or vegetarian lifestyle, Blaise Morrison,
a potluck organizer and Veg
Club member said.
"It's about making people
aware of everybody's concerns and to promote veganism and vegetarianism," he
said. "How you treat animals
or non-humans, it says a lot
about how vou treat humans.

TUESDAY.
OCT. 6
1203 A.M.
"David Cedar II. 22, of Bowling
Green, was arrested for possession
of marijuana within the 300th block
of S. Main St.
12:44 A.M.
^Justin Kassow. 20. and Brandy
."Lebowsky. 20. both of Maumee.
•were arrested for underage under
"the influence of alcohol and disor■derly conduct within the 100th block
■ofN. Main St.

ONLINE: Go to bgviewscom for the
complete blotter list

UNION
From Page 1
and first year programs.
"It seems that these elements
that make BGSU successful are
threatened by the administration," Jackson said. "We [BGSU:FA| think tlie faculty that supports these aspects of BGSU
needs to have a legal voice to
stand up for the programs that
the University is getting attention for and doing well."
Some professors, such as a
professor from the College of
Business Administration who
wished to remain anonymous,
agree with lackson thai it is time
for University faculty to unionize.
"The administration is lagging,"
the professor said. "It is time to
Unionize on our campus. Other
universities who do have unions
;receive better benefits and salaries. [The University] does not
"give the faculty enough bargaining power to have a fair contract."
Other professors, however, do
not feel the need for a faculty
union. Another business administration professor, who also
asked to remain anonymous,
said executive decisions should
be left to qualified administrators.
"Administration is most effectively done by professional
administrators." he said.
Dave Kielmeyer, senior director of communications at the
University, said he wants to
handle negotiations between the
administration and faculty as
respectfully as possible.
"It is our most important concern that we respect the rights
of the faculty to pursue an orga-

nized union." Kielmeyer said.
"The administration believes that
faculty should test thearguments
for unionizing in the same independence and intellectual rigor
that they bring to their research
and to the classroom."
The BCiSU-FA's card campaign
will help develop the possibility for unionization on campus.
In order to instate a collective
bargaining unit, supporters
would have to reach at least 30
percent of the faculty body. After
this number is reached, BGSUFA would submit the cards to
the Ohio State Fmployment
Relations Board, which would
review the demands, vote on
whether the bargaining unit
should be established and then
negotiate a contract.
"While the picture isn't great.
BGSU is rated fairly healthy by
the state of Ohio," lackson said.
"We have had very successful
economic years recently. The
crisis mentality that is being promoted by the administration is
legitimate to a degree. But we
want to resist the temptation to
make significant number of irreversible decisions based on what
may not be an entirely fair perception that the university is in
absolutely dire financial straits."
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alumnus Bill Rickett.
Mass, who named the restaurant Kermit's after his
deceased father-in-law, has
owned the restaurant since
1987. He said he also honors
his father-in-law by the way he
has decorated the diner.
"All of the old tools you see
on the walls were my fatherin-law's and he actually used
them all at one time," Mass
said. "I thought they would be
a nice touch to the restaurant."

October 7th - 31«t
"Downtown BG goes Raven Mad"
A month long scavenger hunt
through downtown BG that asks
participants to find ravens with
Poe titles at downtown shops.
October 10th at 2 p.m.
"Oh! Poe is Me"
Cedar Points "Trio of Terror
will read Poe shorts and poems.
There will also be a Poe-lhemed
costume contest.
October 24th at 4 p.m.
"Unhappy Hour"
President of the Poe Studies
Association Stephen Rachman
will lead a book discussion and
answer Poe questions.
October 30th at 7 p.m.
"Madness and Mayhem" Tour
The WCDPL will be offering
free transportation to the Toledo
Museum of Art to see art similar
to Poe's writings. Guests must
register in advance.
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STANDS OUT?
. The BG News
is now looking for reporters, copy editors, photographers, videographers, columnists and cartoonists.
BUILD YOUR RESUME
GET REAL WORLD EXPERIENCE
SEE YOUR WORK PUBLISHED DAILY
Contact us at
thenews@bgnews.com, call us at 419-372-6966 or just
swingciy our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
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October 7th at 7 p.m.
"Explore Your Poe-Tential*
Kickoff and visit by Patrick
Carman, author of "Skeleton
Creek.
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the best breakfast in town."
Snow said many customers take advantage of their
breakfast during the weekend,
which is when she regularly
works.
"On the weekends we are
very busy." she said. "There
is usually a line outside the
door."
Snow said business during
the week is a little more calm,
but there is still a steady flow
of families who come in for a
nice, quiet dinner.
Mass said Kermit's has been
a restaurant off and on since
1945. when it was operating
under the name Rickett's, after
then-owner and University
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lifestyle, such as the idea that
a vegan lifestyle puts serious
limits on variety.
"As a vegan I eat so many
different things," Morrison
said. "People who think that
just because they eat chicken
it adds so much variety to
their diets, lust because it's
served five different ways
does not add variety; it's still
chicken. Vegans eat all kinds
of vegetables, fruits, beans
and legumes."
Along with the dinners,
Freedom also maintains two
community gardens in the
city located off of Wooster
Street, where anyone can
come and get fresh fruits and
vegetables in exchange for a
helping hand in growing and
caring for the garden.
"It's really great," said potluck organizer and Freedom
member Kady Wolfe. "If you
help plant and take care of
the food, you can take food
and it's free to anyone."
Freedom holds weekly
meetings on Monday at 9 p.m.
at the UCF building. The BG
Veg Club holds meetings on
Tuesdays at 9 p.m. in room
302 of Eppler North.

Junior Jenny Kusmer said she
has never heard of Community
Reads, but thinks it makes an
important point.
"Reading does need to be
stressed at all ages," she said.
Once the festivities are done,
the work is still not over, Boone
said.
"When this is done, we'll start
planning for next year, and we
are always looking for suggestions for a book for the next year,"
Boone said.
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There's a certain spiritual
quality to making sociallyconscious food and sharing
it with like-minded people."
The groups came together at the dinners to discuss
social issues concerning the
Bowling (ireen area and ways
to get more people involved.
"We are try ing to bring organizations together through
events and meals to unite
students across campus so
we can move towards more
common goals and become
stronger as a student body,"
Moore said.
The first get together for
the groups focused largely
on their common bond of
having vegan and vegetarian lifestyles and discussing
ways to promote the lifestyles without coming off as
assertive.
"The effect of industrial
agriculture has negative
effects on all of us," Morrison
said. "Veganism is one of the
best ways to express discontent with big farming companies. We don't want to be
pushy about it. so we think
that the best way to get out
the message is to explain
how and why it effects Ipcople). It's about incorporating
a little change into your life.
A little bit of change makes a
big difference."
Morrison also takes on certain faux pas about a vegan

participating shops.

To order,
call 419/372-8171
or 8007589-2224
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Graduate students perform for award-winning ensemble

ness Club offers new
perspectives on awareness
By M iihcllc Olmitaad
Reporter
A meditation bell projects a single resonating tone. A wave of
calm and quiet permeates the
room, allowing 12 participants
to clear their minds and experience the realities of the moment.
After five minutes of silence,
the bell rings three more times
and the meeting begins.
This is how the new student
organization, the Bowling Green
Mindfulness Club, kicks off its
Monday evening sessions.
Melissa Falb, a graduate student in the psychology' department, is co-president of the
BG Mindfulness Club. She
described the concept of mindfulness as "moment-to-moment
awareness."
Palb's
husband,
loci
Devonshire, also plays a leadership role in the organization. I le
elaborated further on the internal process of mindfulness.
"It's the ability to maintain
an awareness of the present
moment that is not identified
with particular thoughts or
emotions that you're having," he
said.
Devonshire said mindfulness
allows people to realize they
have choices in social situations.
Instead of becoming instantly
angry when insulted, for example, a person learns to evaluate
others' motives, along with the
personal reactions available, he
said.
"What ends up happening, is
through a consistent practice of

actually becoming in touch with
"It's the ability
that, you start to become a lot
less reactive to things," he said.
to maintain an
"The more you practice
mindfulness, you start to realawareness of the
ize that there's kind of a gap
between a stimulus and an
present moment..."
effect," Devonshire said. "So it is
Joel Devonshire | Club member
moment-to-moment awareness,
but it also hopefully has some
purpose for increasing the qual- mind for their first year in exisity of your life and the quality of tence, including yoga, non-viorelationships with other people." lent communication and mindInspiration for forming the ful art.
BG Mindfulness Club came
"I lot seats" is one of the more
from a philosophy course popular group activities for
called "Meditation Practice and
BG Mindfulness Club memTheory," which was taught last bers. During this exercise, one
year by Marv Belzer, an associ- person volunteers to sit in the
ate professor in the philosophy "hot seat," while the rest of the
department.
participants sit in a circle and
Several students who had ask any questions that come to
taken this class wanted to con- mind.
tinue practicing mindfulness.
The person in the hot seat can
And so, through the combined choose to answer the question
efforts of Falb and co-president in any manner, and the other
I.uda Polyakova, a student orga- members can only respond
nization was born.
with, "Thank you."
Senior Kristen Bunner was
The purpose of this exercise,
among the students who took Falb said, is to have the person
Belzer's course last year, and in the hot seat explore what is
she is currently treasurer for the going on inside of them in an
organization. For her, practicing intense setting. Likewise, the
mindfulness is a relaxing escape other participants are allowed
from the stresses of life.
to experience the raw emotions
"It's having something to turn of the person in the hot seat.
to when you know life is crazy
So far. BG Mindfulness Club
and you need something to meetings have averaged roughly
ground you," she said. "I think 12 people. However, more than
meditation provides for that like 50 individuals expressed internothing else — it settles your est in the organization during
Campus Fest. Devonshire said.
brain."
Meetingsarehcldon Mondays
Individual meditation is one
aspect of mindfulness, but there at 7 p.m. in the UCF building,
are a number of alternative which is located on the corner
of Ridge and Thurstin streets.
outlets group members have in
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PERCUSSION: Tie f-rst percussionist of the night performs his piece. Afterwards, all of the students recerved feedback in
preparation for their final performance on Thursday
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With butterflies in their
stomachs, University graduate students took the stage
in front of Nexus, a worldrenowned percussionist
ensemble with the resume
to prove it.
Last night, students in
one of the music department's master's classes had
the opportunity to perform
a percussion piece of their
choice and receive feedback
from members of Nexus.
Senior Chris Lennard performed for Nexus. He said
he has been working on his
piece since February.
"I think all of the [music]
students know how big of
a deal this is, performing
for a group as big as Nexus,"
Lennard said. "Nexus are
amazing composers who
literally changed the world
of contemporary classical
music."
Roger Schupp, a professor

the highest honor given to
percussion musicans.
Nexus was booked as part
of the University's Festival
Series, which is designed
to bring acclaimed musical
acts to University students.
"The Festival Series is
a huge event for us," said
Susan Knapp, director of
public events for College of
Musical Arts. "This series
gives students the opportunity to experience world
class entertainment from all
realms of music."
Students can hear Nexus
perform
Thursday
at
Kobacker Hall in the Moore
Musical Arts Center. The box
office will open at 6:30 p.m.
and the show will begin at
8:00 p.m. The Festive Forum
will begin at 7:15 p.m., which
will give students background information about
Nexus and their music.
Tickets are S15 for students, but package discounts
are available in advance. For
tickets, call 419-372 8171.

of musical percussion, said
the music department is
very fortunate to have such
a talented ensemble at the
University.
"What is unique about
Nexus is |that] at any given
moment, they can be any
given percussionist," he said.
"They are the pinnacle of our
profession because they do
it all, and do it all very well."
Hailing from Toronto.
Nexus is a five-member
band of experienced percussionists with a music history
dating back to 1971, Schupp
said. At their first official
show in Rochester, N.Y.,
the young musicians' performance was completely
improvised.
According to the Nexus
Web site, the ensemble has
toured at many major music
festivals all over the world
and has received numerous
awards for their innovated
sound. In 1999, Nexus was
inducted into the Percussive
Arts Society Hall of Fame,
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University brings acclaimed percussion ensemble Nexus to perform
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"This is a family-friendly place with a lot of friendly people that offers
a wide menu and reasonable prices - Pat Jay, on Kermit's restaurant in
downtown Bowling Green [see story, pg. 1].
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Who would you make a national holiday for?

"My wife. She's

"Michael Jackson,

"Myself, because it

"Hugh Hefner, for

amazing, beautiful

because people cel-

would be cool to

his great taste in

and encouraging to

ebrate him everyday

have a Me Day'on

women."

be around."

and need to pick one."

April 14."
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WHITNEY WUCOXSON.
Freshman.
Social Work

Students' good fortune
should obligate them to
help those less fortunate

Have your own lake on
todays People On The

CASSIE CALVERT.
Sophomore
Business Pre-Law

ANTHONY AVERY,
Junior,
Accounting / Finance
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feedback at bgviews.com.
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I see it as our duty to help others because
MATT BUYER
COLUMNIST

Por some members of our
socieiy, the world can be a relatively off-putting dark alley
with little opportunity and
sparse assurances of comfort
and solace. We often hear the
sorrowful stories of people
who were once productive
and fully autonomous, but
since became untimely and
inconveniently disabled, penniless or candidly helpless.
Those of us fortunate
enough to have the opportunity to attend a university like
this one enjoy typically promising and prosperous lives,
with a sense of vivid potential. Though we all have our
own problems and setbacks
to manage, with hope and
good intentions we will be the
influential and expectantly
most successful individuals of
our society.
To be clear, we arc fully
entitled to the sweat of our
own brow and the wealthy
consequences of our labor;
but as components of a society, we have an obligation to
be of assistance to that society. In other words, it should
be intrinsic in our nature to
help others because we will
have more to offer humanity
than most.
My beliefs are not to be
confused with those who
are advocates of virtue ethics, nor the conflicting supporters of consequentialism.
I despise the very utilitarian
views of John Stuart Mill and
the religious obligations surrounding good deeds given to
us by some irrational divine
values. Moreover, some of my
Kandian outlooks contradict
the altruistic tendencies of the
Good Samaritan.

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Street? Or a suggestion for

ANTHONY
COLARUSSO.
Graduate. Business
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our goal ultimately is to aspire to better
humanity as a whole. This is where our
responsibility to do good should be."
I see it as our duty to help
others because our goal ultimately is to aspire to better
humanity as a whole. This is
where our responsibility to do
good should be.
Norman Lear wrote, "It
seems to me that any full
grown, mature adult would
have a desire to be responsible, to help where he can
in a world that needs so very
much, that threatens us so
very much."
The wonderful thing about
having this attitude towards
these moral obligations is that
we don't have to look far to
help others. Clearly there are
many that could certainly use
some help, especially given
the current circumstances of
our fragile economy.
I assume we all know people
who are regrettably out of a
job and are unable to provide
for a family. Furthermore,
our society has great number
of elderly who have become
incapable of holding a conventional occupation and can
no longer sustain themselves
financially, or even performing routine tasks around their
home such as keeping the
lawn or taking out garbage,
due to their mature age.
Anyone who walks through
downtown Toledo will notice
the numerous destitute homeless people who uneasily dwell
in the uninhabitable streets,
many of them mentally ill.
There is an abundance of
opportunities for us to help
people, and every little bit
counts. Many of us are completely able to donate some of
our unused clothing and extra
food to organizations such

as Goodwill or food oanks
which take these donations
and offer them to people who
have greater value and use for
them.
Even on campus there are
opportunities for students to
get involved and creatively
help others who are genuinely
in need.
Thomas lacquemin directs
a group in BG comparable to
Habitat for Humanity called
Freedom by Design.
"What we do is use the ability of students to radically
impact the lives of people that
may be in need within the
community," lacquemin said.
"We make extreme adjustmentsto homes of low-income
elderly and disabled individuals, such as making ramps for
a person that is wheelchair
bound, or somethingas simple
as painting, or raking leaves.
Our main function within
the organization is to provide
safety, comfort and dignity of
the home's occupants."
No one person is able to do
everything to help the world,
but anyone can do something,
and there are many ways.
I believe that people do try
to help each other one way or
another, but they either don't
know how or they see their
efforts as too ineffective to
matter.
Nevertheless,
everyone
should consider their inherent role in humanity and the
responsibilities that come
with it.

Respond to Matt at
thenews@bgneivs.com

Columbus Day only celebrates
the explorers misdeeds
By Keith Kovacs
Guest Columnist

Monday marks the 39th time that
Columbus Day has been a federal
holiday. Some areas, mostly those
with a large Native American population, do not celebrate Columbus
Day; others, like Cleveland's Little
Italy, have parades and festivals
celebrating it. The capitals of Ohio
and South Carolina are named
in honor of Columbus, as is the
nation's capital.
If you ask most people about
Christopher Columbus, you will
hear how, through being an experienced sailor, he thought the
Earth was round and wanted to
prove it by sailing west to India,
but instead discovered a new continent. This discovery led to the
colonization of the Americas by
Europeans and began the birth of
our country. look how wonderful
he was, they'll say.
Perhaps his story was created to
provide a national hero, or maybe
as a sign that white Europeans,
especially "religious'' ones, could
conquer all. The real story of
Columbus is hardly ever told,
almost certainly because it is too
gruesome.
By the rime Columbus crossed
the Atlantic for the first time, most
experienced sailors knew the earth
had to be a sphere. There had been
peoplefrom several different countries that reached the shores of the
Americas, most notably Vmland,
founded by LeifEricson, in presentday Newfoundland roughly 500
years before Columbus sailed.
The exploration of Columbus

is more well known for two main
reasons: the use of firearms, and
his receiving better press coverage, as the invention of the printing press spread his story far and
wide.
Most people know the rhyme
"In fourteen hundred and ninetytwo, Columbus sailed the ocean
blue." What should be known is
"In fourteen hundred and ninety
two, Columbus started slavery."
His quest was not that of exploration, but the search for riches.
His conquests of the land and the
peoples of the Americas were for
this single tiling.
His second voyage brought
soldiers with guns to enslave the
people, and force the mining for
gold. This slavery was nothing new
to Columbus; he gained his sailing
knowledge by transporting African
people to Portugal to be sold as
slaves.
Upon his "discovery" of the
Americas he began the first slave
trade across the Atlantic. First he
shipped Caribbean Islanders to
Europe; then, after killing around
8 million people in the Americas,
shipped slaves from Africa to the
Caribbean to replace the lost gold
mining work force.
An excerpt taken from "The
Devastation of the Indies"
by Bartolemc de Las Casas, a
Dominican priest, draws a picture of his atrocities. "And the
Christians, with their horses and
swords and pikes, began to carry
out massacres and strange cruelties against them. They attacked
the towns and spared neither the
children nor the aged nor pregnant

women nor women in childbed,
not only stabbing them and dismembering them with but cutting
them to pieces as if dealing with
sheep in the slaughterhouse. They
laid bets as to who, with one stroke
of the sword, could split a man in
two or could cut off his head or
spill out his entrails with a single
stroke of the pike ... They made
some low wide gallows on which
the hanged victim's feet almost
touched the ground, stringing up
their victims in lots of thirteen, in
memory of Our Redeemer and I lis
twelve apostles, then set burning
wood at their feet and thus burned
them alive."
Columbus was not a hero or
great explorer. He committed
genocide and was sent to prison for
his deeds. The legacy of Columbus
is that of murder, greed, theft and
might making "right" as a |>olicy
still used today in United States
and in many countries around the
world. This is the person that is
celebrated every October.
Think about these things
while enjoying your Monday off.
Columbus is one of only three
people that have a national holiday named honoring them. He is
not close to measuring up to the
others — Jesus Christ and Martin
Dither King, Jr.
We need to end Columbus
Day, and the veneration of this
depraved man.
Keith Koines is a senior,
BSBA Finance student al the
University. Respond to him at
thenavs@bgtews.com

Gay marriage in Maine would uphold freedom, benefit economy
By Michael Shepherd
The Maine Campus (U-Wire)

This November. Maine will have a
referendum on several issues. The
largest scale decision is on the future
of gay marriage. A "yes" on Question
1 will preserve traditional marriage
- one man, one woman. A "no" wuT
uphold what the state legislature
has already decided, and marriage

between adults of the same sex will
become legal.
Many viewpoints have been
heard. Some people oppose gay
marriage for religious reasons and
some support it because of religious
reasons. Some simply support it for
reasons of freedom. My opinions
are quite different from most that
we've heard.
Though not a party member, I
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usually will support Republican
candidates and policies. But I am
frustrated with the GOP on social
issues. Many Republicans of other
generations had a more libertarian viewpoint. Barry Goldwater, a
Republican senator from Arizona
from 1969 to 1987, was nicknamed "Mr. Conservative."
However, Goldwater took the
position that abortion was a matter of personal choice. He took
a position against the "don't-ask,
don't-tell" policy in the '90s, saying "You dont have to be straight
to be in the military, you just have

k

to shoot straight''
The Republican Party has long
been one of personal freedom,
but 1 believe the infusion of hardline religion into the party has
changed it for the worse. People
like Pat Robertson and the late
Jerry Harwell have been vehement
opponents of any reasonable
cultural standards. These people
and their cronies have pushed
Republicans further to the right
with their loony points of view.
The party has done nothing to
criticize these people because
they have large fallowings.

Gay marriage has become
the latest crusade for conservative religious groups Many cite
community standards as the
reason for their objections. They
say marriage has been between
a man and woman for eternity
and to change that would lead to
the moral decay of society. I have
heard this, and I disagree.
Community standards arc not
set by history. They are set by the
community. About 5 percent of
Maine's adopted children have two
gay parents. Is it a liard lesson for
parents to educate their kids that

one of their friends has two mothers or fathers in those rare cases?
Economically. I also believe
this bill would help Maine. A
study conducted by University
of California, Los Angeles in June
2008 said that same-sex weddings
and the tourism associated with
those weddings could generate
$60 million in additional sending in Maine over three years, creating 1,000 new jobs.

k

ONLINE: Read the rest of this column
online at www bgviews.com
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Somali defense
minister kidnapped
in Uganda

Iraqi police:
market blast kills
eight in Fallujah

Judge: Nobel
literature prizes
'too Eurocentric'

Israel scrambles
warplanes over
nuclear facility

MOGADISHU. Somalia - An
official says Somalia's defense
minister has been kidnapped in
Uganda's capital.

BAGHDAD -Ac* bomb lore
through an open-ar market west of
Baghdad yesterday, kfcigat least aft
people, an Iraqi potceoffaal said

STOCKHOLM - American authors,
you may be back n the Nobel running.

A Somali government spokesman says Defense Minister Yusuf
Mohamed Siad was abducted
yesterday as he walked out of a
mosgue in the Ugandan capital.
Kampala.

It was the second consecutive day of
attack in the mostly Sunri Art* province.
rasing questjors about the ablrty of Iraqi
security forces to keep the fcd on violence
as US. troops withdraw (rein the region.

JERUSALEM - Israeli air force
scrambled fighter jets yesterday after a
small civilian aircraft flew nto restricted
airspace near the country s heavily
guarded and secretive Dimona nuclear
reactor, security officials said yesterday

Calls to authorities in Uganda
were not immediately returned.
Somalia is one of the most
violent countries in the world Its
beleaguered government is struggling to contain a powerful and
growing insurgency. Some 5.000
African Union peacekeepers
keep watch over key government
installations in the capital. But
the insurgent group al-Shabab
controls much of the rest of the
country.
-OhamedOlad Hassan (AP)

Yesterday's blast came at sundown,
when a parked car rigged with explosives
went offn a popular open-ar market in
Falujah about 40 mtes (65 Uometers)
west of the Iraqi capital, the official said At
least 20 people were wounded
The casualties were confirmed by a
tosptal office!
The ejpbwxi ako destroyed nearly a
dcren cars and damaged at least mestak
sellrvj vegetables and fruits, the offioal sari
Both officials spoke on condition
of anonymity because they were rot
authorized to release the mformatrjn to
the media
-SameerN.Yaxub(AP)

The most prominent member of
the Nobel literature prize jury bekeves
the secretive panel has been too
"Eurocentric" in picking winners and sarj
yesterday there are many American writers who would quaify for the coveted
award.
Peter E nojund s comments ahead of
the 2009 prize announcement tomorrows contrast with his predecessor's view
last yeai that U.S. literature is too insular.
"In most language areas.. there are
authors that really deserve and could get
the Nobel Prize and that goes for the
United States and the Americas, as wel"
Englund toU The Associated Press.
Because award judges «i the Swedish
Academy are European they tend to
have a European outlook on literature,
said Englund who replaced Horace
E nqdahl as the academy's permanent
secretary in June.
-Malm Rising (AP)

Protests sweep
across Yemen's south

The officials spoke on condition of
anonymity because of the sensitivity surrounding the Dimona nuclear
reactor

Ugandan police spokesperson says suspect caught by global police agency.
By Godfrey Olukya
The Associated Press

KAMPALA. Uganda — Interpol
agents have arrested one of
the most wanted suspects
in Rwanda's 1994 genocide, a
former top intelligence official
accused of sending soldiers to
execute the Rwandan queen,
officials said yesterday.
Officers of the l.yon, Francehased global police agency
arrested former Rwandan deputy intelligence chief, Idelphonse
Nizeyimana, on Monday in
Kampala, said Uganda's government spokesman Fred Opolot.
Ugandan police spokeswoman Judith Nabakooba said
Nizeyimana is believed to have
entered Uganda through neighboring Congo using fake travel
documents.
Nizeyimana will be flown to

Arusha, Tanzania, where the Nizeyimana is alleged to have
International Criminal Tribunal formed secret units of soldiers
that carried out the execution
for Rwanda sits.
More than half a million mem- of the then Queen of Rwanda,
bers of the llttsi ethnic minority Rosalie Gicanda, a symbolic figand moderates from the Hutu ure for all Tutsis, among other
majority were slaughtered dur- prominent Tutsis.
Nizeyimana is the second
ing the 100-dav Rwandan genohigh-profile arrest of a key
cide in 1994.
Rwanda's genocide began Rwanda genocide suspect in
hours after a plane carrying two months.
A former mayor, Gregoire
President luvenal Habyarimana
Ndahimana, appeared before
was shot down.
The former captain in the tribunal last week after
Rwanda's army is wanted being captured in Congo in
on charges of genocide by August. Ndahimana had been
the tribunal. Under the U.S. on the run for 15 years and had a
State Department's Rewards similar bounty on his head, but
for Justice program, there is no one claimed it when he was
a reward of up to S5 million arrested.
With Nizeyimana's arrest. 11
on Nizeyimana's head for any
information leading to his cap- top suspects remain with similar bounties on their heads for
ture.
According to a 2000 indict- their alleged roles in the 1994
ment prepared by the tribunal, genocide.

Israeli police bring reinforcements to
Jerusalem due to escalating protests
ByAmyTeibd
The Associated Press

JERUSALEM — Israeli police
mobilized reinforcements from
across the country to secure volatile Jerusalem yesterday, deploying thousands of officers on city
streets for fear that two days of
minor clashes with Palestinian
protesters would escalate.
By nightfall, no serious clashes had developed, and an Israeli
Muslim leader was arrested on
suspicion of helping spark the
tension.
Rumors that Jewish extremists
planned to march on the most
sacred Muslim and Jewish shrine
in the Holy Land apparently
fueled the unrest in Jemsalem,
the city at the heart of the Israeli Palestinian conflict.
No such march has taken place.
But the low-level violence has
inflamed political and religious
passions, stoked reports in the
Israeli and Arab media and laid
bare once again just how much of
a tinderbox Jerusalem is.
Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu's office said yesterday
the Israeli leader was "following
the events" and holding consultations with security officials.
Israeli police spokesman
Micky Rosenfcld said thousands
of police were called in to secure
the city yesterday, describing the
reinforcements as exceptional.
There were brief clashes with
stone-throwing youths in an east
Jerusalem neighborhood and at
a checkpoint outside the city, but

no serious injuries were reported.
"Israel has no
The weeklong Jewish holiday of
Sukkot, which draws many Jewish
right to the
visitors to Jerusalem, has been the
backdrop for the recent unrest.
mosque or east
Yesterday, Israel again accused
Muslim leaders from the counJerusalem."
try's Arab minority of inciting the
Raed Salah | Israel's Islamic Movement
disturbances.
Israel and the Palestinians
both lay claim to Jerusalem, with Israel's "occupation" of the city
Israel insisting it will retain con- and the mosque continued.
trol of all of the city, including
"The mosque compound is
the eastern sector it captured Muslim, Palestinian and Arab,
and Israel has no rights to the
and annexed in 1967.
The Palestinians want east mosque or east Jerusalem,"
Jerusalem, with its major Jewish, Salah said.
Yesterday, Israeli police arrestMuslim and Christian holy sites,
for their future capital. Like the ed Salah for incitement, citing a
rest of the international commu- "statements in recent days" that
nity, they do not recognize the constituted "sedition." The cleric
Israeli annexation and regard the has been arrested on numerous
Jewish neighborhoods that ring occasions in the past on similar
cast Jerusalem as settlements, charges.
which Israel does not.
Jordan and Egypt, the two
"Israel is working on a daily Arab states that have signed
basis to Judaize Jerusalem by peace treaties with Israel, both
building settlements, not per- had scathing criticism for Israel.
mitting (Palestinians) to build Egypt's foreign minister, Ahmed
and by assaults on the Al-Aqsa Aboul Gheit, said Monday that
mosque, like we see today," Arabs and Muslims "will never
Palestinian President Mahmoud tolerate these Israeli measures in
Abbas told Yemen's state-run TV Jerusalem."
Some Arab media outlets caron Monday.
Jerusalem's 220,000 Arabs ried reports that later proved to
and 550,000 Jews live in an be false of Jewish settlers tryuneasy coexistence that fre- ing to enter die disputed hilltop
quently leads to friction and complex.
The tense situation also domioccasionally erupts into outnated Israeli press, with the
right violence.
Raed Salah. head of a mili- front page of the Yediot Ahronot
tant branch of Israel's Islamic newspaper yesterday showing
Movement, told the Haaretz a masked Palestinian thrownewspaper on Monday that the ing stones under the headline
clashes would last as long as "Sukkot riots."
i

The demonstrations are the blest in a
steady seres of protests there underlnng
the hngemg tensions between the north
and south more than a decade after a 1994
southern attempt to secede was quashed

Tlie Israeli military said two fighter
planes that were already airborne
responded and directed the pilot to a
nearby airport.

The south whch was a separate country
utftl it unified wth the north in 1990. cornpans that it is discnminatedaganst by the
northerrw-domnated government

Israeli media said the man had flown
into the area accidental/ and was
released after being questioned

The latest unrest also comes as fightng has erupted n the north between
government forces and Sfites rebelng
over negject and docrimriaoori The marry
confkts have raised concern over the strate
gtafy located country's stabtty.

Foreign experts have conducted
that Israel possesses a formidable
nuclear arsenal based on pictures
taken at the site two decades ago by a
technician
Israel maintains a policy it cak
nuclear ambiguity, refusing to acknowledge whether it has atomic weapons
- Michael Barajas(AP)

Genocide suspect arrested
for connection to murder
of Rwandan Queen

SANA. Yemen - Thousands of a:tMsts
have taken to the streets across Yemen's
south calng for ridependerice. even as
much of the central government's army
is tied up fighting a Shite rebelon i\ the
far rath.

Nasser aT Khubbogi. a lawmaker from
thesajthesomatedtratat k«t 100.000
people were protestiig across southern
Yemen, caling on the vtsnng secretary
general of the Arab League. Amr Moussa.
to "kberate the south" from the north

Afghan, U.S. troops
kill 40 militants
in east
KABUL. Afghanistan
- American and Afghan troops
swept through forested mountains
in eastern Afghanistan yesterday,
killing 40 militant fighters in a hunt
foi insurgents responsible for one of
the deadliest attacks of the war on
US troops, the Defense Ministry
said
Ten Afghan soldiers were also
killed during the operations since
Monday, most of them in Nunstan
province's Kamdesh district, ministry spokesman Gen. Mohammad
Zahir Azimi said
The violence was part of a
spate of attacks across the nation,
including a roadside bomb strike
on a NATO convoy in Sayed Abad
district west of Kabul that wounded
two foreign soldiers, sard Capt
Elizabeth Mathias. an American
media officer for NATO forces.
- Rahm Faez and Todd Pitman (AP)

- Ahmed AI-Ha|(AP)

Three U.K. men accused of
providing aid to aircraft plot
By Raphael G.Satter
The Associated Press

LONDON — A British prosecutor accused three men yesterday of conspiring with the mastermind of a plot to kill thousands of airline passengers by
blowing up their trans-Atlantic
ITights using liquid explosives.
Prosecutor Peter Wright was
making his opening statement
on the second day of the trial of
Adam Khatib. 22, Mohammed
Mumi:i Uddin, 39, and Nabeel
Hussain, 25. Authorities say if
the attack had been carried out,
it would have been on par with
the Sept. 11 attacks.
The trio "was prepared to
help in the commission of terrorist acts and indeed did so,"
Wright told jurors at a London
court. All three deny the charges but have yet to present their
cases.
Last month, Abdulla Ahmed
Ali was convicted of being the
ringleader of a plan to down
at least seven trans-Atlantic
flights in simultaneous attacks
which security officials say
were directed by senior Islamic
militants in Pakistan. Tie was
given a minimum of 40 years
in prison. Two others — Assad
Sarwar and Tanvir Hussain —
were also convicted of helping
plot the attacks.
Wright said that while each
of three defendants in court
yesterday were prepared to
help Ali and "do their bit," he
acknowledged that the participants'may not have known the
precise nature of the plan.

He accused Khatib, who is
charged with conspiracy to
murder, of working with Ali
"to bring about a deadly attack
upon the civilian population by
the detonation of improvised
explosive devices."
Uddin, who Wright described
as a "radicalized and committed Islamist," is accused of
researching how to use hydrogen peroxide — a key building
block for the liquid explosives
which would have been used
in (he bombings. Wright said
Uddin met with Ali in the weeks
before authorities broke up in
the plot in August 2006.
Hussain is accused of meeting with Ali twice in July 2006
and of having a will and a
25,000 pound (S40.000) loan
application. Wright said those
were "consistent with him
fundraising for terrorist activity or contemplating taking his
own life and making provision
for his family."
The airline bomb plot was
described by former U.S.
Deputy Secretary of StateJohn Negroponte as "on a par,
or something similar to 9/11."
Britain's Home Secretary Alan
Johnson said that, if successful, the attacks would have
wrought "murder and mayhem
on an unimaginable scale."
Discovery of the plan caused
massivedisruptionsat London's
Heathrow Airport and brought
sweeping new restrictions for
air passengers, including limits on the amount of liquids
and gels they can take carry on
board.
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WINTHROP
TERRACE
& SUMMIT
TERRACE
GAS/HEAT

WATER

HIGH SPEED
INTERNET

PRIVATE CAMPUS
SHUTTLE

CABI I

HASSLE

FREE
CALL US
FOR
CURRENT

3ltift!Iiffl$/ijUiAlt/i
TUlUYiMlLrljn vVf 1 ' '
ALSO INCLUDED
Two outdoor pools
■

";

On-site laundry facilities
24 hour emergency
maintenance
New kitchen cabinet/
appliances
Rent payable online
Lease renewal bonuses
Referral award bonuses
Friendly staff
STOP BY AND SEE US
No appointments necessary

400 E. Napoleon Rd.
419-352-9135
winthrop@gerdenich.com
www.winthropterrace.com
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Home schooled
Falcons lose to Valparaiso,
lEN'SGOLF
BG tied for 11th
after day one of
Zippy Invitational
Whs one day of action, the
uen's golf team is tied
lor llth place with Cleveland
State after shooting a 343 as
a team. Grand Valley State
is currently in the lead of the
15-school field with a 311.
Individually. Susannah Gruden
(Pictured) lead the way for
the Falcons, shooting a team
best 77. Play will continue at
Akron this morning.

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for continued news and updates on
your favorite Falcon teams.
www.bgnewssports.com

now scoreless in three straight
By John Lopez
Reporter

maker's absence as an excuse for his
team's lack of scoring.
"We have to figure it out, we have
A headed strike midway through the the players here to do it even missing
second hall and a stunning lack of Cameron," Nichols said. "We just have
offensive production doomed the to find them."
It was also a tough-luck day for
Falcons soccer team to a ninth straight
Falcon keeper ]eff Smoker, who gave
game without a victory.
Valparaiso
midfielder
Stefan up two goals; he couldn't do much to
Antonijevic towered over senior prevent either.
After conceding the go-ahead goal
defender Tyler Deal to nod home a
corner, giving the Crusaders the only early in the second half, the falcons
goal they would need as they defeated committed numbers forward in attack
in hopes of equalizing.
the falcons2-0.
But with players forward, the falcons
"The margin between winning and
loosing with this team is very narrow." back line was left exposed, and a poor
coach trie Nichols said. "If we make tackle by Deal in the box led to a second
a mistake and give away anything, we goal for Valpo from the penally spot.
"It's a bit frustrating, but we have to
are not built to come back front thai."
One reason the falcons tire finding keep our heads high," the falcon net
such a tough time of it offensively is minder said. "We keep making these
an injury to scoring leader Cameron little mistakes and that is what is hurtI lepple, who has missed the last four ing us.
"Obviously because I am not getting
games.
"Cameron is a great player." Nichols much work, our defense is doing its
said. "1 le is especially good in the final job."
third, which is where we are hurting
the most."
See SOCCER | Page 8
But Nichols will not use the play-

BEN HULL
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CAN'T KEEP UP: )*ob Lawrence arid bis teammates couldn't stop the Valparaiso's offense Tuesday

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Twitter
Hie BG l^ews sports section
has a Twitter feed. Be sure
to log on while your favorite
team is playing. We may have
>n-game updates.

Taking a look back at 1959:

www.twitter.com/bcjnewssports

Today in
Sports History
1992—The expansion
Tampa Bay Lightning win
their first game in the NHL

72

: "1988-The New York
Yankee's fire Lou Pinella for
the second time.
1964-The Yankee's make
■t to their I4th World Series in
16 years.

The List

Falcons Clip Wings Of Dayton Flyers;
Casey And Colburn Pace 14-0 Victory
The Bowling Green Falcons
earned a hard fought 14-0 decision over Dayton last Saturday afternoon in the rain, in
the University stadium. The
Falcons scored touchdowns in
the first and final periods.
More than 7,500 spectators, including 1,500 high school band
members, were on hand at the
beginning of the game, bat nearly
3,000 fans left for shelter on the
first play from scrimmage as the

With the hockey team losing
several players for Friday's
contest, we look at the five
■ other players who need to
step in to the spotlight:
1. Eno: As the last line
of defense, goalie Nick Eno
should be ready to face a lot

Editor's Note: This is a reprint
from the Oct. 6,1959 issue
of The BG News. This is the
second in a nine week series
where we will republish the
recaps from the undefeated
1959 halcon football team.

first of the driving rain showers
came.
Bowling Green drew first blood
when Bob Colburn scampered
seven yards on a bootleg play for
a touchdown. Chock Ramsey converted for the PAT and the Falcons were out in front 7-0 with
10:07 remaining in the first period.
Ray Kwiatkowski, the Falcons
middle guard on defense, recovered a Dayton fumble on their 33yardline, starting Bowling Green
on its first scoring drive.
The Falcons final tally came
midway in the fourth quarter, as
Roger KUcman plunged off left
guard for three yards and a touchdown. Ramsey booted his second
conversion of the afternoon, making the score 14-0, where it remained.
Early in the second period, BG
missed a good opportunity to score
when a Colburn pass was inter-

of shots this weekend from

cepted in the Dayton end zone by
a Flyer defender. The Falcons
again came close to scoring late
in the second quarter, but Chuck
Comer, finding the wet pigskin
hard to handle, fumbled the ball
on the Dayton 2-yard line and the
Flyers recovered.
Bowling Green received the
opening kick-off to start the second half and for a third time
came close, but did not score. This
time it was Colburn who, on fourth
down and one yard to go for a
TD, i.ttempted to sneak the ball
over, but ran head-on into a stone
wall of Dayton defenders.
Bernie Casey led the ground
gainers for the Falcons with a
total of 36 yards in eight carries.
Colburn paced BG in the passing
department as he connected on
seven of 15 passes for 105 yards.
Fullback Vince Palyan gained
the most yardage for the Flyers
as he chalked up ten yards in seven

carries. Quarterback Dan Laughlin led the Dayton team in passing
by completing four of nine for
17 yards.
Dayton's coach. Bud Kerr, prides
himself in having one of the
strongest defensive units in the
country, but his team gave up a
total of 323 yards to the Falcons.
The Falcons on the other hand,
allowed Dayton a net gain of only
17 yards.
STATISTICS
BG
UD
First downs
16
X
Rushing yardage
205
-t
Passing yardage
118
23
Net yards gained
.828
17
Passes
7-19
6-17
Passes intercepted by.... 1
4
Punts
3-41 10-37
Fumbles lost
1
2
Yards penalized .78
20
•owtlno Green
T 0 0 7-14
Doytoo
0 0 0 a. t
BG—Colburn 7 run; PAT-Ramsey
BG—Kllcman 3 run; PAT-Ramsey

the Minnesota State offense.

2. Samuels-Thomas:
• Jordan Samuels-Thomas is
', an NHL caliber prospect, and
- this weekend could be his
time to shine.
3. Page: Captain Kyle

Hockey roster running thin for
Saturday's game at Minnesota

defense BG could pick up a
win.
4. Boyd: Josh Boyd may
be the smallest player on the
BG roster, but he has shown
the ability to score, especially
late last season.
5. Petruska: A native of
Slovakia. Tomas Petruska was
i a big part of the BG offense
two seasons ago. but his production dropped last season.
BG needs that to change in
order for them to succeed this
' season.

By Ryan Salkowiak
Reporter

Page is the key to the Falcon's
defense. If he can rally the

Swimmers battle illness at
intersquad meet

By Paul Barney
Reporter

Coming off a 7-3 victory in
their exhibition against Wilfrid
l.aurier on Saturday, the BG
hockey team will be short-handed when they open the season
this weekend at Minnesota
State-Mankato.
David Solway, who was the
team's leading point-getter from a
year ago, left Saturday's game late
in the second period after taking a
violent hit to the head.
The blow left Solway with a concussion and injury to his shoulder,
though X-rays on his shoulder were
negative.
Solway didn't practice Monday
and it's unlikely he will be in action
this weekend.
"We're going to take every precautionary reason before we bring
him back too quickly," said coach

RYAN PIROG

THE BG NEWS

DOWN 'N OUT: A BG trainer checks on David Solway during Saturday's win

Dennis Williams. "I hope that he
can get back before we take off
|for Minnesotal, but we're not
going to rush him back if he's
too hurt."
The team leaves for Minnesota

State-Mankato tomorrow morning,
Although Solway's status for
the series has yet to be deterSee HOCKEY | Page 8

As the BG swim team took to the
pool for the Orange and Brown
Pentathlon Monday afternoon,
they battled an unsuspected
foe - illness.
"The hardest thing that we
have been fighting right now is
we've had half of our team out
this last week because of illness,"
coach Keri Buff said. "When
it's all said and done, we are
anticipating it to hit our entire
team. But other than that, the
girls have been training really
hard, doing everything that
they need to do, working hard
in the weight room and really
just doing a nice job of continually getting better."
The illness impacted the
times a bit and forced several
swimmers to not participate.
However, there still were several standout performers.

Vicky
Yu
Placed first in the
100-m butterfly
Monday.

Keri
Buff
BG swim coach's
team is suffering
from illness.

Freshman Emily Bennet stole
the show, placing first in the
100-meter backstroke, as well
as second in the 100-meter butterfly, the 100-meter freestyle
and the 200-meter individual
medley.
Meg Richardson placed first
See SWIM I Pane 8
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A history of dominance
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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RUNNING FREE: BG's club Rugby team has yet to lose a game this season, and has always been one of the better teams in the country.

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

ile other teams have dropped off, BG's rugby

SMR Su«»l« art win prizes at-

team continues to be one of the nation's best
By C J Watson
Reporter

One might say the 1980s was
the "Golden Age of Rugby'in the
Mid-American Conference.
Along with BG - Miami
University, Ohio University,
Central Michigan, Western
Michigan, Kent State, Ball
State and Marshall were dominating teams from the conference.
Each of these schools were
ranked in the top 10 from the
Midwest region, while BG and
Miami were usually ranked
within the top 10 nationally.
"Rugby seemed to catch on at
the smaller MAC schools, whereas too many gifted athletes preferred to sit on their rear ends
and watch Big Ten football at
those schools," BG Club Director
Roger Mazzarclla said.

Most of the MAC schools have
fallen off the map over the years,
beginning in 1998, while BG has
been the only school to retain its
power and stay at the same competitive level over the years.
According to Mazzarella, the
answer is two-fold.
Mazzarella explained how
the deaths of coaches at Kent,
Ohio and Miami had a profound
impact on each program that
deeply set them back. Around
the same time, rugby was introduced to high schools.
"There was now a group of
hard core rugby players attending the Big Ten schools and they
naturally lifted programs suffcringfrom disinterest," Mazzarella
said.
BG has remained ahead of the
pack in regards to recruiting. A
good portion of the team was
recruited and played rugby com-

"Rugby seemed to catch on at the smaller
MAC schools, whereas too many gifted
athletes preferred to sit on their rear ends and
watch Big Ten football at those schools."
Roger Mazzarella 16G Rugby Director

petitively in high school. This is
one of the reasons the Falcons
are consistently the team to beat
in the Midwest.
"Recently, a lot of schools
have high school rugby teams,"
Duane Millera team member
said. "We are having a lot of good
players come in ... it's a really
deep class."
Another reason is because of
BG's leadership.
Miller explained how important the Mazzarclla family has
been to the rugby club. In order

to have a successful program,
it starts with good leadership,
and BG has had that since day
one.
Not only is BG unstoppable
among MAC schools, Big Ten
schools, including Michigan.
Ohio State, Michigan State and
Notre Dame can't figure out how
to beat them regularly.
"In fact, had BGSU been in the
Big Ten, we would have been the
undefeated conference champions the last two years running."
Mazzarella said.

Men's golf has rough start, finishes
seventh at Xavier Invitational
By Christopher Rambo

fairway or get up-and-down
if you miss the green. Overall
we were just pretty sloppy each
After sprinting out of the blocks day."
to start the season, the BG men's
The University of Akron
golf team hit a bump in the road captured top honors in both
this week, finishing seventh out the team and individual comof twelve teams at the Xavier petitions. The Zips turned in a
Invitational.
three-round total of 15-underThe Falcons got off to a rough par 849, enough to best secstart Monday, posting an eight- ond-place Eastern Kentucky
over-par 296 after the first 18 by five.
holes, which put them 12 shots
Individually, Akron junior
back. From there, they were Lucas Murray jumped out with
never able to mount a serious a 66 in round one, which he
challenge, carding a 286 in the backed up with rounds of 72 and
second round followed by a 68 to post 10-under par 206 and
292 in the third to finish at win by two.
The individual standouts for
plus-10.
"We just did not execute like the Falcons were Drew Preston
we have the past few weeks," and Matt Schneider, both of
said coach Garry Winger. "The whom finished tied for 15th at
rough was a little longer here even-par 216.
Playingfor the first time since
|at Oasis Golf Clubl than usual,
which made it very tough to his win at Ball State, Preston got
advance the ball if you miss the off to a quick start on Monday

PRIZESUDOKUXOH'

Reporter

- J

Drew
Preston
Finished tied for
15th at the Xavier
Invitational.

and was solidly under par at
one point in the first round
before falling back to shoot
even-par 72. Preston would be
stuck on that number the rest
of the tournament, finishing
with three straight rounds at
even par.
"Drew overall played pretty
well," Winger said. "He had a
chance to play realty well, especially in the first round, but just
was never able to consistently
execute."
Schneider dug a deep hole for
himself after an opening round
77 but rallied with rounds of 69
and 70 to finish at even-par.

^.H1

\LM

M
Kg
E
Ki

Matt
Schneider

1 Tied with Preston.
1 as they both shot
^H an even-par 216.

"Matt just didn't get off to a
good start at all in round one,"
Winger said. "Other than that he
played pretty solid, he was just
too far behind."
Parker Hevvit took home his
best finish of the year, shooting 73-70-75 to finish at plus-two,
tied for 24th.
Wes Gates (74-77-76) finished
in 50th at plus-11, while John
Powers (81-75-75) came in 54th
at plus-15.
The Falcons will hit the road
again next week, competing
in the [Cincinnati] Bearcat
Invitational in Hebron, Ky., Oct.
12 and 13.

Cincinnati passes
0SU in APpoll
By Rusty MilUr

the Bearcats on the field three
times this decade and have won
all three by an average score of
COLUMBUS — Unlike pow- 29-11.
Meanwhile, Cincinnati folerhouse programs such as
Oklahoma, Texas, Florida, lowers chortled over the megaSouthern California and university in the middle of the
Michigan, Ohio State football state getting knocked down a
has had no peers within its pegThey pointed out that it took
borders.
The Buckeyes haven't lost two dropped passes in the
to an in-state rival in 88 years. end zone by Bearcats receivEven though Ohio has eight ers in the final minute for the
Football Bowl Subdivision Buckeyes to even get out the
teams, there's no question who Queen Citv with a 23-19 win
the top dog is in interest, atten- in 2002.
Then again, those Buckeyes
dance or talent.
But Ohio State's lofty perch went on to win the national
on its scarlet and gray pedestal championship — something
was shaken this week when the Bearcats have never even
the Associated Press Top 25 come close to doing in football.
True to form. Ohio State
came out. Right there, in black
and white, was Ohio State at coach lim Tressel sidestepped
No. 9 — and Cincinnati at No. the debate.
"Well, it reminds you that
8.
On the Big East coaches call there's good players in Ohio,"
on Monday, UC coach Brian he said Tuesday of UC's ascenKelly made light of the question sion above his team. "Outside of
of who would win a Battle for our conference, (the Bearcats)
are probably our next favorite
the Buckeye State.
"You settle these questions group."
There hasn't been much of a
on the field. They're all hypothetical, so who knows?" he debate until now.
Cincinnati is ranked ahead of
said. "Ohio Slate doesn't play
Cincinnati, though my son the Buckeyes for thefirst time in
played (them) in PlayStation 51 years. The Bearcats were No.
the other day, and Cincinnati 20 and Ohio State unranked on
won 91-0. So maybe we can use Nov. 21.1951.
No Ohio team had risen
that."
Eight-year-old Kenzel Kelly above Ohio State in the AP
was rewarded for engineering poll since Bowling Green was
No. 25 and the Buckeyes were
the decisive victory.
"I promptly took him out to unranked on Nov. 13,2004.
"That's just college football.
McDonald's," Kelly cracked.
Almost immediately after the Ohio State defensive lineman
poll came out, radio talk shows Todd Denlingersaid,
"I don't know how these
in Columbus were flooded
with outraged fans. On Twitter, things are voted upon or hou
blogs and Web sites, proud it's all looked at. but if we just
Ohio Staters called the rank- keep getting better I think b\
ings a travesty. They pointed the end of the year we'll he
out that the Buckeyes have met where we want to be."
The Associated Press

NFL will investigate Edwards-Givens altercation
By Tom Withers
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND — The NFL is
investigating whether Cleveland
Browns wide receiver Braylon
Edwards violated the league's
conduct policy following accusations he assaulted a man outside a nightclub.
Edwards allegedly punched
promoter Edward Givens, a
friend of NBA star LeBron lames,
early Monday morning following an argument in downtown
Cleveland.
"We are looking into it," league
spokesman Greg Aiello said
Tuesday in an e-mail to The
Associated Press. "It is prema-

1

Braylon
Edwards
Alledgedly punched
promoter Edward
Givens Monday.

ture to speculate about potential
discipline."
Although Edwards has not
been charged with a crime, the
league's conduct policy states
that discipline may be imposed
for "the use or threat of violence."
Edwards may also face team
disciplinefromfirst-yearBrowns
coach Eric Mangini, who earlier
this season fined a player $1,700

for not paying for a $3 bottle of
water during a hotel stay.
"Personal conduct is very
important to me," Mangini said
Monday. "It's important for us
and to the players. It's important
today, it's important tomorrow."
Edwards has not been available for comment.
Cleveland police s[x>kesman
Lt. Thomas Stacho said officers
were trying to collect information on the case and identify
possible witnesses, at the request
of the city prosecutor.
Stacho said he had no additional information on how
many other people might have
been involved or if teammates of
Edwards were at the scene.

"That is information that we
will try to get," Stacho said.
Givens told the Plain Dealer
that some unidentified Browns
players were trying to pull
Edwards back when he threw a
punch.
Mangini said he was still
gathering information on the
incident, which took place
hours after the Browns fell to
0-4 with a 23-20 overtime loss to
Cincinnati.
Edwards had gotten into a
skirmish with Bengals defensive
lineman Pat Sims in the third
and quarter and finished the
game without a reception — a
first in his pro career.
lames was critical of Edwards,

"Personal conduct is very important to me.
It's important for us and to the players. It's
important today, it's important tomorrow."
Eric Mangini | Browns Coach

calling his actions "childish" for
punching his friend, who told
police he was working at View
Ultralounge & Nightclub when
he got into an argument with
Edwards. Givens said Edwards
punched him on the left side of
the face.
Edwards has been involved in
other off-field incidents, a factor commissioner Roger Goodell

considers when handing out any
discipline.

In March, Edwards was party
ing with suspended wide receiver Dome Stallworth in Miami
the night Stallworth later drove
drunk and killed a pedestrian.
Last November, Edwards was
fined $ 150 and given 30 hours of
community service after he was
found guilty of driving 120 mph.
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lames Perkin will not he able i<>
play in Friday's series opener.
The two were pinned an automatic one-game suspension
from the NCAA for fighliiiH in
the final game last season al
Ohio Slate.
"Obviously it's a big blow for
Kriday night, and if Solway can'l
go that's three of your top forwards that arc out of the lineup."
Williams said.
"It's going to be an opportunity for other guys to step up
now even more. We had some
great production this past weekend from guys thai stepped up,
so now it's even more Important
that we go out Friday with thai
aura of confidence."
In the meantime, freshman
defenseman Ian liuel and Robert
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ACROSS

Shea are still waiting to hear their

1 Dr.'s calendar item
5 Arizona's southwestern most
county, or its seat
9 Narrow one's brows (at)
14 Tigger's pal
15 "Stop pouring now!"
16 NFL commentator Long
17 Prefix with marketing
18 Phillies pitcher who received the
2008 World Series MVP Award

BO presented information on

BY»NPIRO0
BIG HIT:'

■

•

•! -' M.v

20 Car roof with removable panels
21 Instants of revelation, as for
puzzle solvers

ihiq hit in K«?-5 exhibition win on Saturday. Due loan
■ f i day's contest

22 Easier version, in music scores
24 Iditarod destination

MAC STANDINGS
: nued ttveir sltuq
qlcs this season. While the rest o( the teams
in the MAC all have at least three wins this

SI
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59
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17

LH
47
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fate.
The two were unable to play
in Saturday's exhibition in what
Williams said was the resuli
of an issue arising with each
player.
each issue lo the NCAA and is
continuing In wall on a ruling
regarding lhe pla\ers' eligibility.

'

i

25
28
32
34
35

Sports intermission
Elvis's swivelers
Co-proprietor
French 101 verb
Existing independent of experience, in logic
36 Libya neighbor

"

1

"
"
'

: probably will

2 Meter experts?
3 Golfers' lops
4 2002 tilm about a musician
who survived the Holocaust
5 Girls' rec. center
6 "Here comes trouble"
7 Skin pigment
8 Wind-speed measurer
9 Humiliate
10 Arrive
11 Wilson of "Marley &
40 Treated with disdain
Me"
12 Droop like aging flow- 43 Mork's partner
45 Slangy "Beats me!"
ers
13 Not so much
46 Windex targets
47 Word after bare or
19 Self-government
square
23 Range below soprano
26 Dirt-cheap
48 "Othello" traitor
49 USMC rank
27 Like some remote50 Goes quickly
control planes
28 German university city 51 Other, in Oaxaca
52 Dire destiny
29 "Don't tell anyone"

30 School marmish
31 Sailors' milieus

32 Cool cat's music
33 Mayberry tyke
37 Washington team

38 Pimples
39 Photographer known for his
black-and-white American
West scenes
41
42
43
44
47
53
54
55

Citrus peel
Emits, as pheromones
Part of MSG
Snow coasters
Angler's item
Bra size
Carefully entering
Cube maker Rubik
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Pregnancy Tests
Counseling
Post Aborlion Counseling
Pregnancy Support
Adoption Information
Limited Ullrasounds
Material Assistance

Please call for an appointment.
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From Page 6

SOCCER
From Page 6
With the loss, the Falcons
fall to 1-8-2. losing every
game since the season opener against Marshall.
Bui there may be some
good news afler the loss for
the falcons.
Ilepple will see a doctor tomorrow to evaluate
the progress of his injured
groin, who may clear him
10 play next Friday when the
falcons travel to Buffalo to
face the conference rival
Bulls.
The 2-0 loss to the
Crusaders
means
the
Falcons have gone 266 minutes without scoring a goal.
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HEADER:

Reliable information on all options.
Supportive and professional.
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DID YOU KNOW?

in the 100-meter freestyle,
breaking the old school
record in the event by 1.5
seconds.
"I think it was a very solid
pentathlon." Buff said. "1
think it's hard to judge
because of the illness right
now. but if we were going
to get sick, now would be
the time for it to happen,
because this is just training
and conditioning work."
Vicky Yu placed first in the
100-meter butterfly and the
200-meter medley. Alexis
Kail) placed first in the 100meter breaststroke, breaking
the record by just over a second, but according to Buff, it
does not count toward the
team record because it was
the only event she participated in, due to illness.
The 1-alcons have the
Tom Stubbs Relays next
Friday before they open the
Mid-American Conference
season Oct. 30 at liastern

Michigan.

Large kangaroos cover more than 30

feet with each jump.
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Help Wanted
Fmdlay art league photographer is
looking (or nicely toned female
models, petite models welcome.
S15/rtr, minimum 4-6hrs.
Call 419-424-1448

BG

NEWS

For Rent

Classified Ads

1 or 2 BR apt avail NOW!
Long or short term lease.
Call 419-354-9740.

419-372-6977
I in- tiC New* will nut knowingly lucepi
advertisements that discriminate, or
encourage discrimination again*! »">' '"dividual or group on the basis of race, in
color, creed, religion, ii.unm.il origin, seiual
oucnlaUon. disability, status as a veteran.
or on tin- li.i-.i-. ol any other legally pinlecled status.
llie BCi News reserves llie right to decline,
discontinue or revise any advertisemenI
such as those found to In- defamatory, lacking in factual basis, misleading or lalse in
nature. All advertiu'incnls are vtihject to
rdilutgiiml approval

2 bdrm apt low as 499.00,
2 blocks fr univ, also 1/1/10 - 2 apts,
Eft * Rms low as $225
Cartyrentals com/ 419-353-0325
Newer, cozy, 1 BR duplex w/ deck,
close to campus, yr lease,
S350/mo + elec, call 419-654-5716
Now already signing 10-11 sy leases
many more houses and apts avail.
Cartyrentals com 419-353-0325

Help Wanted

Quiet upstairs 2 BR duplex, living rm,
full bath, kitchen/dinette. $400/mo.
Year lease. Call 419-654-5716.

'BARTENDING! up to S300/day No
exp necessary Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174

Experienced web designer needed,
internet advertising exp. pref.
Send samples & resume to:
Jobs@savageconsulting.com

Subleaser needed.
clost to campus
Call 419-307-5869
wwwmeccabg.com
Mecca Management, Inc.
419-353-5800

VILLAGE ^TTJi
IVYWOODAPTS.

APARTMENTS
30 FEET

* Apartments Available *
* Minutes from BGSU •
cent Van Gogh
iinrysokl

}

sucl^ic &d(eru

TAROT CARD READINGS
SOLVES ALL PROBLEMS AND ANSWERS ALL QUESTIONS

* Pet friendly community *
* Gas included *
SPECIAL RATES
FOR OCTOBER!

First Month
FREE

ii

•Near BGSU
•Private patio/entrance
•Extra storage
•Pets welcome

•Short-term leases available'

Located at:

300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green

$10.00

2 Bdrms,/8tudios

,419-352-7691 BH<
cormorantco.com

-4<usA

READINGS

BG1 CARD

CALL FOR APPT. S67-278-1S08
AVAILABLE FOR PARTIES

JOHN NEWLOVE UAL ESTATE, INC.
Did you know?

'B1 i ;l xt;t fi A
g
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CLOTHING

NEW 2 YOU SHOP

Months that
begin on a
Sunday will
always have
a 'Friday the
13th'.

%
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At the Woodland
Mall across from the
movie theatres.
Nri>/IiiiCli.Thinq (oai

7N

,
*
m
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One and Two Bedroom Apartments, Duplexes &. Houses
Available for immediate occupancy.
Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
319 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH
(Across From Taco Bell)

www.johnnewloverealestate.com
Hours: M-F: 8:30-5:30, Sat: 8:30-4:00
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